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1. The coefficient of variation is 58%. If mean is 10
then standard deviation is :
(A) 5.8
(B) 580
(C) 0.17
(D) None of these

2. If the distribution is negatively skewed, then :
(A) Mean is more than the mode
(B) Mean is less than the mode
(C) Median is at right to the mode
(D) Mean is at right to the median

3. The Median of scores 25, 45, 35, 35, 40, 30 is :
(A) 45
(B) 40
(C) 35
(D) 30

4. The arithmetic mean of the first ten whole numbers
is :
(A) 5.5
(B) 5
(C) 4
(D) 4.5

5. The correlation coefficient between two variables
X and Y is 0.4. The correlation between 2X and
(–Y) will be :
(A) 0.4
(B) –0.8
(C) –0.4
(D) 0.8

6. In regression analysis, the variable that is used to
explain the change in the outcome of an experiment
is called :
(A) The independent variable
(B) The predictor variable
(C) The explanatory variable
(D) All of the above

7. If the coefficient of determination is equal to 1.
Then correlation coefficient :
(A) Must also be equal to 1
(B) Can either be –1 or +1
(C) Can be any value between –1 to 1
(D) Must be –1

8. If r = 0.8, byx = 1.5, then bxy is approximately :
(A) 0.32
(B) 0.42
(C) 0.75
(D) 1

9. Suppose P(X) = 0.36 and P(Y) = 0.41. If
P(X|Y) = 0.27, what is P(Y|X) ?

(A)
)27.0(

)41.0)(36.0(

(B)
)36.0(

)41.0)(27.0(

(C)
)41.0(

)27.0)(36.0(

(D) 41.036.0
)27.0(



10. If P(A) = 0.32 and P(B) = 0.45, what is P(A  B)
if A and B are independent ?
(A) 0.144
(B) 0.626
(C) 0.770
(D) 0.856

11. The probability of throwing 10 with 2 dice is :
(A) 1/6
(B) 1/12
(C) 2/3
(D) 1/4

OPTION—1 : STATISTICS
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12. Which of the following can be the probability of
an event ?
(A) –1.3
(B) 004
(C) 3/8
(D) 10/7

13.  Let X have pmf

4,3,2,1x,
10
x)x(f 

Then E(X) is equal to :
(A) 3
(B) 6
(C) 9
(D) 12

14. Given E(X + 4) = 10 and E[(X + 4)2] = 116.
Then V(X + 4) is :
(A) 4
(B) 16
(C) 3
(D) 9

15. The variance of probability distribution
X –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3
P(X) 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7
is :
(A) 0
(B) 8
(C) 4
(D) 12

16. The Mean of the distribution

10...,2,1,0x,
5
3

5
2

x
10 x10x
























 

is :
(A) 4
(B) 5
(C) 6
(D) 10

17. Let X have the Uniform pdf U(0, 100), then
variance of X is given by :
(A) 1/12
(B) 100/12
(C) 1000/12
(D) 10000/12

18. The point of inflexion of normal curve are :
(A) 
(B) 3
(C) 2
(D) None of these

19. Match the following :
Distribution MGF
a. Normal 1. e(et – 1)
b. Gamma 2. et + t22/2
c. Poisson 3. (1 – t)–

(A) a–2, b–1, c–4
(B) a–3, b–1, c–2
(C) a–1, b–3, c–2
(D) a–2, b–3, c–1

20. If X1, X2, X3, ..... Xn are independent and have
normal distributions N( i, 

2
i ), i = 1, 2, 3 ..... n,

respectively. Then the distribution of

  










 n

1i

2

i

iixW  is :

(A) Gamma distribution
(B) Chi-square distribution
(C) Normal distribution
(D) t-distribution

21. In a test with a standard deviation of 12 and mean
44 a student scored 41 marks. His Z score is :
(A) 0.50
(B) –0.50
(C) 0.25
(D) –0.25
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22. Arrange the following steps in process of
hypothesis testing in proper sequence :
a. Select the level of significance
b. Setup null and alternative hypothesis
c. Establish the decision rule
d. Perform computation
e. Select test statistics
f. Draw decision
(A) a, b, c, d, e, f
(B) a, b, e, d, c, f
(C) b, a, c, d, e, f
(D) b, a, e, c, d, f

23. The dividing point between the region where the
null hypothesis is rejected and the region where
it is not rejected is said to be :
(A) Critical region
(B) Significance value
(C) Critical value
(D) Acceptance region

24. Which of the following statements best describes
on type I error ?
(A) Rejecting a null hypothesis when it is true
(B) Failing to reject a false null hypothesis
(C) Accepting a true alternative hypothesis
(D) Rejecting a false alternative hypothesis

25. For testing of goodness of fit :
(A) The expected frequency should exceed 5
(B) The observed frequency should exceed 5
(C) Both the expected and observed frequency

should exceed 5
(D) None of the above conditions are necessary

26. What type of data do you need for a Chi square
test ?
(A) Ordinal
(B) Interval
(C) Ratio
(D) Categorical

27. A Medical Assistant sampled the blood pressure
of 20 randomly selected patients with high blood
pressure and after receive a dose of a new
medicine, which hypothesis test should she run ?
(A) t-test for single mean
(B) F-test for equality of variances
(C) Independent t-test for difference of means
(D) Paired t-test

28. Which of the following are conditions for using
the t-distribution for small sample difference
tests ?
I. Samples must be independent.
II. Samples must be drawn from normal

populations.
III. Samples must be of equal size.
(A) I only
(B) I and II
(C) II only
(D) I and III

29. The complete list of population, where each
sampling unit is identified by a number is known
as :
(A) Voter list
(B) Sampling frame
(C) A list of random numbers
(D) None of these

30. The relative efficiency of SRSWOR with SRSWR
is :

(A) 1N
nN




(B) N
nN 

(C) N
n

(D) N
1N 
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31. In simple random sampling, the sample mean is :
(A) Always zero
(B) Smaller than population mean
(C) Equal to population mean
(D) Random variable

32. The finite population correction in usual notation
is expressed as :
(A) (N – n)/N
(B) 1 – (n/N)
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None

33. Which of the following is not true ?

(A) NeystPst )y(Var)y(Var 

(B) PstSRS )y(Var)y(Var 

(C) )b)y(Var)y(Var NeystSRS 

(D) All of these
34. In proportional allocation we have :

(A) ii N
N
nn 

(B) ni = n/k
(C) ni = N/k

(D) N
N
nn

i
i 

35. Which of the following is an example of
systematic sampling ?
(A) A researcher selects every 10th person who

enters a shopping mall to participate in a
study

(B) A researcher selects a random sample of
participants from a list of registered voters

(C) A researcher selects a convenience sample
of participants from a local community center

(D) None of these

36. The purpose of stratified sampling is to :
(A) To ensure that the sample is representative

of the population
(B) To save time and money by not having to

sample the entire population
(C) To obtain a biased sample
(D) To obtain non-random sample

37. For analysing the completely randomised design
with t treatments each replicated r times each,
with one missing observation, total degree of
freedom are :
(A) Rt
(B) rt – 1
(C) rt – 2
(D) (r – 1) (t – 1)

38. If the total degrees of freedom and between
treatments degrees of freedom in a completely
randomized design are 15 and 4 respectively, the
degrees of freedom for error will be :
(A) 11
(B) 14
(C) 18
(D) 19

39. How many factors are involved in a randomized
block design ?
(A) One
(B) Two
(C) Three
(D) Four

40. In ANOVA, what is the null hypothesis ?
(A) There is no difference between the means

of the groups
(B) There is a difference between the means of

the groups
(C) The groups are not normally distributed
(D) The sample size is too small to draw a

conclusion
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41. At every iteration of simplex method, for a
minimization problem, a variable in current basis
is replaced with another variable that has :
(A) A negative value of Zj – Cj

(B) The value of Zj – Cj = 0
(C) A positive value of Zj – Cj

(D) None
42. A set of values of decision variables which

satisfies the linear constraints and non-negativity
conditions of a LPP is known as :
(A) Solution
(B) Feasible solution
(C) Optimal solution
(D) Unbounded solution

43. The optimal value of the objective function is
attained at the points :
(A) Given by intersection of lines representing

inequations with axes only
(B) Given by intersection of lines representing

inequations with X-axis only
(C) Given by corner points of the feasible region
(D) At the origin

44. If the two constraints do not intersect in the positive
quadrant of the graph, then :
(A) The problem is infeasible
(B) The solution is unbounded
(C) One of the constraints is redundant
(D) None of these

45. In fitting a straight line, the value of slope b
remains unchanged with the change of :
(A) Scale
(B) Origin
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) Neither (A) Nor (B)

46. Secular trend is indicative of long-term variation
towards :
(A) Increase only
(B) Either increase or decrease
(C) Decrease only
(D) None of these

47. The trend values in freehand curve method are
obtained by :
(A) Equation of straight line
(B) Second degree parabola
(C) Graph
(D) All of these

48. For the given data semi averages for the second
half is given by :
Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Sales   20  16   9   11   40   23   21   12

(A) 14
(B) 22
(C) 23
(D) 24

49. The rate computed by adding the age specific
fertility rates of various age groups of child
bearing age is known as :
(A) Crude Birth Rate
(B) Net Reproduction Rate
(C) Total Fertility Rate
(D) General Fertility Rate

50. In a given year, the Crude Birth Rate of population
of size 1,50,000 is 12. The number of births is :
(A) 18
(B) 180
(C) 1800
(D) 18000

51. The population will increase, remains stationary
or decreasing according to whether the NRR
exceeds, equal or is less than :
(A) 0
(B) 0.5
(C) 1
(D) 1.5

52. The data related to births, deaths, marriage and
divorce is called :
(A) Mortality
(B) Morbidity
(C) Vital statistics
(D) Survey
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53. If the sample values lie within the control limits
and are in a random way, we say that the process
is :

(A) Under control

(B) Under warning limits

(C) Out of control

(D) Need to stop the process

54. If a characteristic follows normal distribution, then
3 sigma limits covers _____ of observations.

(A) 0.27%

(B) 68.26%

(C) 95.44%

(D) 99.73%

55. The chart used to monitor attributes is :

(A) Range chart

(B) C-chart

(C) Mean chart

(D) All of the above

56. Which of the following is a type of control chart
used in Statistical Quality Control ?

(A) Histogram

(B) Box and Whisker Plot

(C) Scatter Plot

(D) X  chart

57. What is estimation in Statistics ?
(A) The process of making a prediction or

approximation about a population parameter
based on a sample of data

(B) The process of accurately measuring a
population parameter

(C) The process of collecting data on a
population

(D) The process of analysing data to draw
conclusions

58. A confidence interval will be widened if :
(A) The confidence level is decreased and the

sample size is increased
(B) The confidence level is increased and the

sample size is reduced
(C) The confidence level is increased and the

sample size is increased
(D) The confidence level is decreased and the

sample size is decreased
59. Sampling distribution is :

(A) A distribution of the population parameters
(B) A distribution of the sample statistics
(C) A distribution of the individual data points

in sample
(D) A distribution of the differences between the

sample and population parameters
60. A function for estimating a parameter is called

as :
(A) Estimate
(B) Estimation
(C) Estimator
(D) None of these
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OR
OPTION—2 : MATHEMATICS FOR STATISTICS

1. If

0x,
|x|

x)x(f 

= 0 x = 0,

then  )x(flim 0x

(A) 0
(B) 1
(C) –1
(D) None of these

2. What type of discontinuity does the function

x
1

e)x(f


  have at x = 0 ?
(A) Removable discontinuity
(B) Discontinuity of the first kind
(C) Discontinuity of the second kind
(D) None of these

3. Which of the following is true for the function

 2x1xlogy   ?

(A) xy2 + y1 = 0
(B) (1 + x2)y2 + y1 = 0
(C) (1 + x2)y2 + xy1 = 1
(D) (1 + x2)y2 + xy1 = 0

4. If 











 

yx
yxcosu 1 , then 








y
uy

x
ux

(A) cos u
(B) 2 cot u

(C) ucot
2
1

(D) ucot
2
1



5. The angle of intersection of the curves r = a

and 



ar  is :

(A) 4


(B) 3


(C) 3
2

(D) 2


6. The angle between the radius vector and the
tangent to the curve r = a(1 – cos ) at any point
is equal to :

(A) 

(B) 2

(C) 2


(D) 3


7. The radius of curvature of the curve x2 + y2 = 2
at the point (1, 1) is :

(A) 2

(B) 2
1

(C) 2

(D) 2
1
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8. The number of asymptotes to the curve

1
b
y

a
x

2

2

2

2



is :

(A) 2

(B) 1

(C) 4

(D) None

9. Which of the following is/are true for the function

f(x) = sin x, 



 


2

,0Ix  ?

(A) There is a value of x  I where 
3
1)x(f 

(B) The maximum value of f(x) in I is 1

(C) There is a value of x  I where f (x) = 0

(D) All of the above

10. The coefficient of xn in the Maclaurin’s series of
– log(1 – x) is :

(A) n
1

(B) n
1



(C) !n
1

(D) !n
1



11. If f(x) = x2 – 3x – 1, x  [1, 3], then the value of
the “c” of the Mean Value Theorem is :

(A) 2.75
(B) 2.5

(C) 2.3

(D) 2.1

12. The value of  x
1

x )x1(lim   is :

(A) 0

(B) 1

(C) e

(D) e
1

13. The value of   

1

0
x dx

1e2
1

 is :

(A) log 2

(B) 





 

e
1e2log

(C) 1

(D) 0

14. The integral of  xtanx 1  with respect to x is
equal to :

(A) c)x1(log
2
1

2
xxtanx 12

3



(B) c)x1(log
2
1

2
xxtanx

2
3 12

3











(C) c)x1(log
2
1

2
xxtanx

3
2 12

3











(D) c)x1(log
2
1

2
xxtanx2 12

3
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15. Which of the following is/are t rue for






4

0

n
n xdxtanI ?

(A) n(In – 1 + In – 2) = 1

(B) 1n
1II 2nn 

 

(C) 2logI1

(D) All of the above

16. What is the value of  


0
22 )x1(

dx
 ?

(A) 4


(B) 2


(C) 2
3

(D) 4
3

17. Which of the following substitutions reduces the

differential equation 1
dx
dy)xy1(xy 2   to a

linear differential equation ?

(A) z
x
1


(B) z
y
1


(C) xy = z

(D) y = x2

18. Which of the following is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the differential equation
M dx + N dy = 0 to be exact ?

(A) y
N

x
M








(B) x
N

y
M








(C) Neither (A) Nor (B)

(D) Both (A) and (B)

19. Which of the following is the particular integral
of the differential equation (D3 – 3D2 + 4)y = e2x ?

(A) x2e2x

(B) x2e
6
x

(C) x2
2

e
6
x

(D) x2
2

e
2
x

20. The complementary function of the differential
equation

1x4x3y36
dx
dy)2x3(3

dx
yd)2x3( 2
2

2
2 

is :

(A) 2
22

1 )2x3(
c)2x3(c




(B) )2x3(
c)2x3(c 2

1 


(C) )2x3(c)2x3(c 2
2

1 

(D) 2
2

1 )2x3(
c)2x3(c
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21. The general solution of the differential equation
p2 + 2py cot x = y2 is given by :

(A) c
xcos1

y




(B) y(1  cos x) = c

(C) x(1  cos y) = c

(D) y(1  sin x) = c
22. The general solution of the differential equation











 2p1
pxtanp  is given by :

(A) 22
1

p1
1cy,

p1
pptanx





 

(B) 2
1

2 p1
pptany,

p1
1cx





 

(C) Neither (A) Nor (B)
(D) Both (A) and (B)

23. The solution of the differential equation

yp + px – p2x – y = p

is given by :
(A) y = x + c

(B) c
2
xy

2



(C) 1c
ccxy




(D) y = c x
24. The substitution X = x2, Y = y2 reduces the

equation (px – y) (py + x) = 2p to :

(A) Linear form

(B) Bernoulli’s form
(C) Clairut’s form

(D) None of these

25. The values of the Bessel’s functions J0(x) and
J1(x) at x = 0 are respectively :

(A) 0 and 1

(B) 1 and 0

(C) 0 and 0

(D) 1 and 1

26. Which of the following is true ?

(A) J2(x) = J1(x) – J0(x)

(B) J2(x) = J1(x) + J0(x)

(C) )x(J)x(J
2
x)x(J 012 

(D) )x(J)x(J
x
2)x(J 012 

27. Which of the following is not true for the Legendre
polynomial Pn(x) ?

(A) Pn(1) = 1

(B) Pn(–x) = (–1)nPn(x)

(C) P2n + 1(0) = 0

(D) 2

n

n2 )!n(
!)n2()1()0(P 



28. For m = n,  
1

0
nm dx)x(P)x(P

(A) 0

(B) 1

(C) 1n2
2


(D) 1n
2
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29. The order and the degree of the partial differential

equation 
32

z
u

yx
u














  are respectively :

(A) 2 and 2

(B) 2 and 1

(C) 1 and 2

(D) 2 and 3

30. The solution of the partial differential equation

0z
x
z
2

2



 , given that when x = 0, z = ey and

1
y
z





, is :

(A) z = ex cos y + sin y

(B) z = ey cos y + sin x

(C) z = ey cos x + sin x

(D) z = ex sin y + cos x

31. The general solution of the partial differential
equation x2(y – z)p + y2(z – x)q = z2(x – y) is :

(A) x2 + y2 + z2 = f(x + y + z)

(B) xyz = f(x2 + y2 + z2)

(C) 0
z
1

y
1

x
1,zyxf 222 










(D) 0xyz,
z
1

y
1

x
1f 










32. The complete solution of partial differential
equation p = eq is :

(A) z = ax + y log a + c

(B) z = ax + log y + c

(C) z = ax + by + c

(D) z = ay + x log a + c

33. Which of the following sets is not countable ?

(A) The set of natural numbers

(B) The set of rational numbers

(C) The set of complex numbers with rational
real and imaginary parts

(D) The set of points in the closed interval [1.2]

34. Which of the following is a bounded set ?

(A) The set of natural numbers

(B) The set of rational numbers

(C) The set 






 ......,

4
1,

3
1,

2
1,1

(D) The set of positive real numbers

35. Which of the following is true ?

(A) Every infinite set has a limit point

(B) Every bounded set has a limit point

(C) Every finite set has a limit point

(D) Every infinite bounded set has a limit point

36. If for any real numbers x, y and a, |x – a| < |y – a| < ,
then |x – y| <

(A) 

(B) 2


(C) 2

(D) a + 

37. For what value of an the sequence {an} oscillates
infinitely ?

(A) an = (–1)n

(B) an = (–1)nn

(C) an = n2

(D) an = –2n
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38. The limit of the sequence {an}, where

n2n 3
1......

3
1

3
11a  ,

is :

(A) 1

(B) 3
1

(C) 3
2

(D) 2
3

39. For what of an is the sequence {an} a monotonic
decreasing sequence that is not convergent ?

(A) n
1a n 

(B) an = –n

(C) n
1na n




(D)
1n

na 2n 


40. If b and c are positive real numbers, then the

sequence  


















 

cn

n
b1  converges to :

(A) e

(B) eb

(C) ec

(D) ebc

41. Which of the following is not true ?

(A) A positive term series either converges or
diverges to +

(B) The series 


 1n
na  is convergent if and only

if  limn  = 0

(C) The series 


 1n
na  is convergent if and only

if the sequence of its partial sums is
convergent

(D) The sum of two convergent series is
convergent

42. For what value of x is the series

1 + x + x2 + x3 + .....

divergent ?

(A) x < –1

(B) x = –1

(C) x  1

(D) –1 < x < 1

43. For what value of x is the series  


 1n

n
2

x
1n

n

convergent ?

(A) x < 1

(B) x > 1

(C) x = 1

(D) None of these
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44. Which of the following is true for the series




 1n
na  and 



 1n
nb , where  

n
)1(a

1n

n


  and

1n2
n)1(b

1n

n 





 ?

(A) Both 


 1n
na  and 



 1n
nb  are convergent

(B) Neither 


 1n
na  Nor 



 1n
nb  is convergent

(C) 


 1n
na  is convergent but 



 1n
nb  is divergent

(D) 


 1n
na  is divergent but 



 1n
nb  is convergent

45. Which of the following series is/are uniformly
convergent for all real values of x and 0 < r < 1 ?

(A) 


 1n

n nxcosr

(B) 


 1n

n nxsinr

(C) 


 1n

2n xncosr

(D) All of the above

46. Which of the following is true for the sequence
{ fn}, where fn(x) = tan–1(nx), x  0, n = 1, 2, 3, .... ?

(A) {fn} is not uniformly convergent in any
interval [a, b], a > 0

(B) {fn} is uniformly convergent in [0, b]

(C) {fn} is not point-wise convergent in [0, b]

(D) None of these

47. Which of the following is not true for the sequence
{fn}, where fn(x) = nxe–nx2, n = 1, 2, 3, .... and
f(x) = limn  fn(x) ?

(A)  
1

0

0dx)x(f

(B)  

1

0
nn 2

1dx)x(flim

(C) x,0)x(f 

(D) {fn} does not converge uniformly to f
48. The radius of convergence of the power series

1 + 2x + 3x2 + 4x3 + ..... is :
(A) 1
(B) 

(C) 0
(D) 2

49. Which of the following is a group ?
(A) The set of natural numbers under addition
(B) The set of real numbers under addition
(C) The set of real numbers under multiplication
(D) The set of complex numbers under

multiplication
50. Which of the following conditions makes any

multiplicative group G into an Abelian group ?

(A) 222 b·a)b·a(,Gb,a 

(B) Each element of G is idempotent
(C) Each element of G is its own inverse
(D) All of the above

51. What is the order of the symmetric group S4 ?
(A) 4
(B) 6
(C) 24
(D) 120
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52. The number of elements in the quaternion group
is equal to :

(A) 4

(B) 6

(C) 8

(D) 24

53. Which of the following is not true ?

(A) A non-empty subset S of a group G
is a subgroup of G if and only if

Sab,Sb,a 1  

(B) For any subgroup S of a group G, O(S)|O(G)

(C) For any element a in a group G, aO(G) = e

(D) For any two subgroups A and B of G, A  B
is also a subgroup of G

54. Which of the following is a generator of the cyclic
group formed by the nth roots of unity ?

(A) n
i2

e


(B) n
i

e


(C) e2n

(D) None of these

55. Which of the following is not true for the
multiplicative group G = {1, –1, i, –i}, where

1i  ?

(A) G is an abelian group

(B) G is a cyclic group with two generators

(C) O(i) = 4

(D) G has no subgroup of order 2

56. The order of the quotient group 
N
Z , where Z is

the additive group of integers and 3N  , the

subgroup of Z consisting of all multiples of 3, is :
(A) 1
(B) 2
(C) 3
(D) Infinity

57. Which of the following rings is not free from zero
divisors ?
(A) Ring of integers
(B) Ring of all square matrices of order 2
(C) Ring of integers modulo a prime number
(D) Ring of complex numbers

58. If f and g are any two non-zero polynomials over
a ring R without proper zero divisors, then
degree(f.g) :
(A) is less than max(deg f, deg g)
(B) is less than deg f + deg g
(C) is equal to deg f + deg g
(D) is equal to deg f. deg g

59. Which of the following is not true ?
(A) Every finite integral domain is a field
(B) Every field is an integral domain
(C) Every ideal of a ring R is a subring of R
(D) The ring of integers is an ideal of the ring of

rational numbers
60. Which of the following is true for any element a

in a ring R and the subset S = {x  R; xa = 0} ?
(A) S is a subring of R
(B) S is a right ideal of R
(C) S is an ideal of R
(D) None of these
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OPTION-I : STATISTICS

1. The Bowley's coefficient of skewness ranges 5'

between :

(A) 0andl

@) -l and 0

(C) -3 and 3

@) -1 and I

2. A manager of a departmental store wants to place

orde$ ofthe most economical size of every item 
U.

Which measure of central tendency can help him

in aniving at the desired size ?

(A) 0.1

(B) 0.4

(c) 0.5

(D) 0.8

(A) Arithmetic mea!

(B) Geometnc mean

(C) Mode

(D) Median

3. If a constant is added to every item of a senes'

then which one of the following measures of

dispersion would change ?

(A) Mean d€viation about mean

(B) Range

(C) Standard deviation

(D) Coefrcient of variation

4. Iftle geometric mean and harmonic mean of two

numbers are respectively 28 and 16' then the

adthmetic mean ofthese two numbers is :

(A) 4e

(B) 28

(c) 22

(D) 16

'1.

Ifthe correlation coefrcient betwe€n two va ables

X and Y is 0.8, then the correlation coefficient

between U X 0.4andV=Y-03is:

The law of demand states tlat the price and

demand of commodity are inversely dated The

correlation coefficient between these two

economic variables would be :

(A) Positive

@) Negative

(C) Zero

@) Nothing definite

If oi =aoi and r = 0 25, then the regression

coefficient b*, is :

(A) 0.12s

(B) 0.0625

(c) 0.50

(D) 1.00

8. For obtaining the regression line of X on Y :

(A) E(Y - a - bX)' is minimized

@) E(Y - a - bx)'? is maximized

(C) E(X - a - bY)'? is minimized

(D) EG - a - b9'? is maximized

sv-14804-A
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9. A die is loaded in such a way that an even number 12. IfA and B are any two events, then :

is twice as likely to occur as an odd number. IfE (A) p(A^B) = p(A) p(AlB)

:'ft:::::H"";ffi';4,1*'"""*'"'u (B) P(A^B)=P(A)P@iA)
(c) p(AuB) = p(A) p(BlA)

, ^', 1 (o) p(AnB) = p(AlB)
''' 2 13. If the moment generating finction of a random

2 .,, --. j
(B) ; 

variable X is given by M,(t) = ; then its

, 
,tandard deviation is given by :

(c) ; (A) 1/3

' (B) 2/s

4 (c) ls@);, (D) r/9
10. The plobability that a regularly scheduled flight 14. Let X and Y be two independent poisson variates.

departs ontime is P@) = 0.83; the probabilitythat Then the conditional distdbution of X given
it anives ontime is P(A) = 0.82; and the probability X + Y is :

thatitdeparts andarrives ontime is p (D^A) =0.7g. (A) poisson

Find the probability that a plane arrives on time, @) Geometric
given tbat it departed on time : (C) Binomial

(D) Negative binomial

15. The density finction of a random variable X is

i{x o<x<2
given by f(x) = I "^

t u omerwtse

11. In which theory of probability, the outcomes of a 
The expected value of X is then :

random experimenl are assuned ro be equally 1''' I

likely ? -*. 1

(A) statisticat 
(B) t

(A) 0.95

(B) 0.94

(c) 0.s0

(D) 0.24

(B) Subjective

(C) Classical

@) Axiomatic

1(c) ;
(o)1

sv-l4804-4
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16. The mean of a binomial distribution is 20 and its 20

standard deviation is 4. Then the number of trials

is:

(A) 75

(B) 100

(c) 150

(D) 2oo 21

In an exponential distributio[ with mean other than

u41ty :

(A) Mean = (vatiance)'

@) Mean = 2 variaoce

(C) Mean = standard deviation

(D) Mean= variance 22.

Let Y have uniform distribution over the interval

(ct, P), then its mean is given bY :

... B+d
IA) T

(B)

(c)

.^.0-e)'\U) -T
I 9. If X - N(p, o'?), then moment generating ftmction

ofa standard normal variate is :

(A) 
"t'n

@) eled'r/'1

(C) eir."\'/'?

(D) 
"ir'"""2

'a
sv-14804-A

For gamma distribution with single parameter :

(A) Mean > variance

(B) Mean < vadance

(C) Mean = variance

(D) Mean = standard devialion

The probability distribution of a statistic

called :

(A). Statistic

(B) Standard enor

(C) Frequency distxibution

(D) Sampling distribution

Let X - CXI,4,...,X") be a sample and (]) be tl

critical region. The power oftest is defined by :

(n) P@ e orlH)

(B) P@ e orlH,)

(c) P(x e olHo)

(D) PG e @lH,)

23. A company manufacturing electric bulbs clair

that the average life of its bulbs is 1600 hou

The average life and standard deviation ol

random sample of 1 00 such bulbs were 1570 hor

and 120 hours respectively, then standard erlor

the average life ofbulbs is :

(A) 12 hous

@) 1.2 horus

(C) 157 hours

(D) 15.7 hours

17.

18.

p-d
2

P+([
12



I
I

I

24.

25.

The standard deviation ofthe sampling dishibution 28.
of a statistic is known as :

(A) Standard enor

(B) Mean squared erlor

(C) Variance

(D) Coemcieflt of variation 
29.

Consider the 2x2 contingency tabie on trvo
athibutes A and B:

A' A:
Br l0 20

B, 30 40
30.

The value of 26, for testing the independence of
attributes A atrd B is :

(A) 0.8s

(8) 0.83

(c) o.sl

@) o.7e

The range ofF-variate is :

(A) -o to co

(B) 0toco 3l'

(c) oto I

(D) -l to 1

Goodness offit ofa diskibutio[ is tested by :

The degree ofAeedom for paired t_test based on n
pairs of observations is :

(A) n-2
@) z(n - l)
(c) n- I

(D) 2n- 1

Comparcd to complete enumeration, sampling may
be unable to provide :

(A) Reduction in cost

(B) Increase in administrative eficiency
(C) Estimator ofenor

@) Measurement of the whole populaton

In SRSWO\ the V(N-y) is given by :

fN-n)",("N1"

Nrxrls,\n,/

^,,l,N 
- n 

)s,

/N-n\ -
@) ol * ls'

The total number of possible samples of size n
from a populalion ofsize N in case of SRSWOR
is:

(A)

(B)

(c)

rN)II
\n,
N,

rNT
I;J
I

N"

(A)

(B)

(c)

I

I

27.

(A) Z test

(B) F rest

(C) t-rest

@) Chi*quare test

sv-14804-A ''
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The differenc€ between a sample esdmate and the 36'

population parameter ftom a complete count is

termed as :

(A) Human enor

(B) Sampling enor

(C) Non-sampling error

(D) Mistakes

Stratified sampling is appropriat€ *n"n tn" 
,r.

population is :

(A) Heterogeneous

@) Homogeneous

(C) Finite

(D) lnfinite

34. In systematic sampling, the population is 200 and

the selected sample size is 50, then the sampling

interval is i

(A) 0.2s

(B) 40

(c) 4

(D) 2s0

35. A poputation of 108 units is divided into thee

strata whose sizes are 24,36 and 48 respectively

In proportion allocation, the number of units

selected ftom the second statum when sample siz€

is 18, will be :

(A) 4

@)6
(c) 8

(D) e

'a

sv-1480+A

The criterion, which enables us to classify variou

sampling units into different strata, is termed as

(A) lnflation factor

(B) Sampling factor

(C) Sampling ftaction

(D) Statirying factor

If G is the grand total, T is the mrmber oftreatnentr

and N is the total number of observations, then

tlre coraection factor is given bY :

(A) Nr

(D) -=-I

38. In which of the following designs is principle of

local control not used ?

(A) cRD

(B) RBD

(c) LSD

@) BIBD

32.

33.

G
@)N

G2(c) *



Enor mean sum of squares
T..ut ent rn.un .urn oirqu*I

lD) 
Raw su, of squares, I otal sum of squares

40. Local conhol is used to :

(A) Reduce the eror variance

(B) Reduce the number ofreplications
(C) Reduce the degree offieedonr
(D) Decrease the number ofplots

41. A feasible solution to an Lp problem :

(A) Must satis$ all the probiems constraints
simultaneously

(B) Must optimize the value of rhe objective
firnction

(C) \-eed aot to satis& all conshainB, oqty some
ofthem

(D) Must be a comer point ofthe feasible region
42. Vr'hile solving Lp problem graphicall, the area

bounded by the constraints is knotvn as :

(A) Infeasible region

(B) Feasible region

(C) Unbounded region

@) Critical region

39. hone wayclassification, the test statistic F is given 43.
by:

{Ai 
Treatrnent sum of squtues' t rror sum of sq uares

1g, 
Ttlah"nt."-.o- of .quu."s

rnormean surn of squares

For ma\imization Lp model, the simplex method
ls terminated when all values :

(A) Cj_zj> 0

(B) cj-zj=o
(c) zj<o

(D) cj_4<0
44. A solution which can indefioitely increase or

decrease the value of the objective f,uction is
called :

(A) Degenerate solution

(B) Feasible solution

(C) Unbounded solution

(D) Optimal solution

45. The tend of annual production ofa cornpany is
described by the following equation yc = 1 g+0.6X.

Origin 1988; X_unit = I year; l_umt = arurual
production. The montl y trcnd equation is :
(A) Yc= 1.50 + 0.0041X

(B) Yc = 0.01 + 0.05x

(c) Yc=1.80+0.06x

(D) Yc=1.50+0.05X

46. Which ofthe following is an example ofseasonal
variation ?

(A) Recovery in business

(B) Death rate decreased due to advance in
science

Sudden causes by war

Sale of ice cream increases during summer

(c)

(c)

(D)

sv-r4804_A
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(O) Y = a+bX+ c)P

+g. Firhot '"thoa 
of oalculatiug the index number

is based on :

4?. The multiptioative time series model is :

(A) Y=T+S+C+I

@) Y=Tx S xC xl

(C) Y = a+bx

52. Mortality experience is taken into consideraton

wheo defining I

(A) Crude birth mto

(B) General fertild$$re

(C) Gross reploductio4@

(D) Net reproduction tate

(A) Raage chart

(B) Mcan chart

(C) P-ohart

(D) a-chart

56, Process control is carrigd out:

(A) Before Production

@) After Production 
connor

(C) During Productioo

(D) A1l of&e above

49.

(A) Geomeuic mean

(B) Aritlmetic mean

(C) Earmolic mean

(D) Quartile deviation

ir" "".* "o* 
ner thousand women ofcluld

bearing age group is :

(A) Crude birth rate

(B) General fertiliry roe

(C) Totaf fedility mte

(D) Gross reProdudion rate

50. Na$ral inclease indicates :

(A) Higher mortalitY

@) An excess of deaths over births

(C) ttlgher fenilitY

(D) As exc€ss ofblths over deaths

51. The chitd bearing a8e in lndia is : 
,

(A) 15'59 Ye'$

(B) 20'29 Yeus

G) 1549 Yeals -.
(D) 14-49 Years

I

sv-14804-A
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53. Computer is ftee.fto-mtiresome 
arm-.,

call it :

(A) Diligence

(B) lntelligence

(c) Robotics

(D) Accutacy

54. Assignable causes of varidios.:

(A) Arc not as impodant as natdal oauses

(B) Canbe identified and renoved

(C) Also tefcned to as 
dchanc€:' caus€s

", 
* ** *" t*o of a contxol chad

ss. i"otor toa"o"y of a ptooess is monitorcd in :



57. I-etTt be the most emcient estimator ofe with
variance of and T, be any other estlmator ofthe
same parameter of 0 with variance o1. The
eficiency of T, is :

. (N o?1""

(4 oiloi

(c) o,lo,

(D) o,/o,

58. If Xr-N(p, o2) where o2 is known, then 95%
confidence interval for p based on a sample ofsize
IIls:

ta) (Xtz.oo"/J,)

{s) (x+z.sr"/J")

(ct (x*r.ge"/f,n)

@) (xtr.oo"/,6)

59. Let (Y' Y' yr) be a random sample
from a population having mean g. Let
_ (2y + 3y, +Ly.)

unbiased estimator ofg, then the value ofi, is :

(A) I

(B) 2

(c) 3

(D) 4

60. A statistic is called sufficienl for a pararneter if it :

(A) Possesses all three criteria of unbiasedness,
conststancy and efficiency

@) Gives among all the statistics, the maximum
ofthe information about parameter

(C) Gives all iaformation about the parameter that
is contained in the sample

@) Gives more information about the parameter
than that is contained in the sample

9
[Tum oyer
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12. OMRAnswer Sheet must be handled carefully and it should not be folded or mutilated in which case

it will not be evaluated.

13. Ensure that your oMR Answer Sheet has been signed by the Invigilator and the candidate himself/

hersell-.

i4. At the end of the examination, hand over the OMRAnswer Sheet to the invigilator who w-ill first tear

offthe original oMR sheet in pt"r"ri". oilir" C*aiait" a"d hu".1 over thetandidate's Copy to the

candidate.
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1' Non negativity condition is an important 8. Laspeyre's index formura uses the weights ofcolllponent of Lp model because : the :(A) variable ,arue should remain under the (A) Base yearcontrol of decision maker
(B) varue of the ,u.iuui" 

-*ake 
sense and Ill current year

corresponcl to ,"ut -oria problems (c) Average of weights of a number of years(:) 
n?,:3';*:.'1""'j"""a in terms or e [?dffi::*t*,"#orvitar statistics started

(D) None of the above for the first time in :

2. While solving a Lp model graphically, the area (A) 1720
bounded by the constraints"is called . (B) 1886
(A) Feasible region (C) 1946
(B) Infeasible region (D) 1969
(c) Unbounded solution 10. in post-independence India, the Registration of(D) None of the above Births and Deaths Act was passed in :3. The solution to_a transportation problem with (A) lg4g
m supplies and n destinations is feasibte ii (B) l95g
number of positive allocation are : (C) 1969(A)m+n (D) D7s

[E] f ; ; - 1 11. rotal fertil ity ruteprovides the basis for :

(D) m*n+r !A) Theexpectedfamilysize

4 an assignment probrem can be solved by : ilj i;iliiliff ii:iffi:",X 
" 

desired period(A) Simplex method - --'-" "r 
(D) A, the above

i_Bl ;:1i'ili']fj?#ethod n lhe p.ouauiiity ir ari,,g or a person or age
(D) None lttfr. above between x ancl x*l year is l<nown as :5 
;HTfrX?[.#,t],*::;iesattachedtorong [f] ffimi:"l:,Tl#e
(A) Cyclic variation (C) Infant mortality rate
(B) Secular trend (D) None of the above
(C) Irregular variation 13' Chance variation i
(D) All the above of a product is : 

n respect of quality control

6' A linear trend shows the business movement of (A) Tolerable
a time series towards : , . !l] I"t effecting the quality of a product(A) Growth (C) Uncontrolla6le
(B) Decline (D) All the above(c) stagnatio, 14' The number of mistakes committed by a(D) A11 the above 

Techanic 
in zo sample of assembled T.v. are 25.7. paasche,s index number was invented in the The lower.ortroilirrit for c chart ior the givenYear : data is :(A) 1871 (A) 10(B) t874 ;

(c) leol (B) 1.2s

(D) 1e18 3l ftj,.

2
oooo
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15. A factory produces 300 articles per day. After
inspecting 3000 articles on 30 consecutive days,
270 afiicles were non-conforrning to the
specification. The upper control limit for p-chart
is:
(A) 0. l4
(B) 0.24
(c) 1.14

@) None
The Schewhart control charts are meant :

(A) To detect whether the process is under
statistical quality control

(B) To find the assignable cause
(C) To reflect the selection of sample
(D) All the above
Let x,, x2, ......., x,, be a random sample from a
Bernoulli population p*q,l-* for x : 0,1 and
0<p<1, Q:1 - p. A sufficient statistics for p is :

(A) lll*'
(B) Ii,'
(C) Max (x,, xr,....xn)
(D) None

18. Factorizatron theorl for sufficiency is known as :

(A) Crarner Rao theorem 22.
(B) Rao Blackwell theorem
(C) Fisher Neyman theorem
(D) Chapman Robins theorem

19. Let x,, X2,....., x,, be aranclom sample of size n
lrom a population having pclf f(x. 0), r,vhere

l.f(x.0r. =;e ' . 0<x< r_. O<e<r
0

fhe unbiased estimator of 02 is : 23.

11X(A)
n+l

l
X.

(B)
n+l

ux2
rc)

n+ 1

(D) \one

3
oooo

20. L,et x,, Xr, ......., x, be a random sample of n
obsen,ations from a population witli pdf

f (x,0), = 0xo-1 , 0<x(1, 0<0<.o

The ML estimator of 0 is :

(A) --n -I tog x,

(B) -Efrt
n*'/('\ _-=-=-

\ v'l 
I log x,

(D) None

21. The algebraic sum of the deviations of a set of
n values from their arithmetic mean is :

(A)

(B)

(c)
(D)

10 is the mean of a set of 7 observations and
5 is the mean of a set of 3 observations. l.he
mean of the combine set is :

(A) 6.5

(B) 7.s

(c) 8.5

(D) 1s

The first of the two samples has 100 iterns with
mean 15 and standard deviation 3. If the whole
group has 250 items with rnean 15.6 and
standard deviation JnA4. The standarcl
deviation of the seconcl group is :

(A) 4

(B) 8

(c) 12

(D) 16

16.

11.

0

1

11

@
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24, If rnode is ili defined, then
coefficient of skewness for
asymmetrical data is given by :

(Mean * Median.l(A)
3o'

2Mean - 3Median
(B)

(c)
o

. ^. 3(Mean - Median)

o
f'he variable X and y are connected by the
equation AX + BY-+- C : 0. If A and B are of
opposite sign, then correlation coefficient
between X and Y is :

(A) -1
(B) 0

(c) i

(D) None

If r is the correlation coefficient in sample of
n pairs of observations, then probable error of
correlation coefficient is :

l-12
(ts) 0.674s L-- -

t1

ll_ rz(c) 0.614s1/--
Vn

_ l*r2(D) 0.6745 --t:=-
Vn

27. The correlation coefficient for the regression
equations 8X - I 0Y 1- 66:0 and 40X - lgy _214 : 0
is:
(A) r0.3
(B) t0.6
(c) r0.8
(D) None

The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient will
be maximum when :

(A) Each of the deviations is minimum
(B) Each of the deviations is maximum
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) Neither (A) nor (B)
Two unbiased coins are tossed. The probability
of getting at least one head is :

(A)

(B)

-1(c) :
+

(D) None
The first of the three urns contains 7 white and
i 0 black balls, second contains 5 white and
12 black balls and the third contains 17 white.
A person chooses an um at random and draws a
ball. The ball is white. The probability that the

Karl -Pearson
a moderately

28.

29.
(,

3Mean - 2Median 1
4

I
2

25.

30.

(A)

zo.

7 -tzT
(A)

(B)

51(c) 
B?

(D) None

I[ B c A. then p(A n B; is equal to :

(A) P(B) - P(A)
(B) P(A) - P(B)
(c) P(A) P(B)
(D) None

For any two events A and B, p(An B)
by,
(A) P(A) * P(A u B)
(B) P(A) - P(A n B)
(c) P(B) - P(A u B)
(D) P(B) - P(A n B)

15

87

21

87

31.

32. is given

4
oooo
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31..)J. Let X be a continuous random variable with
p.d.1. :

f(x):ax: 0<x<1
' 1<x<2

ax*12' 2<x<3: 0 eisewhere
The r alue of the constant a is :

1\) 0

1(B) ;
+

1

fC)

iDr i
Let the random variabie X assulle the
value r with the probability lau,p(X:L) : pq, r,

r:7,2,...., then tire r.ariance of the r ar.iable is :

p(At -tq"

q
fB))p-

1(c) i9.
pq

(D) None
The continuous random variable X has the pdf :

2lix)- r l<x<u
x-
0 ollreru isc

fhen I1(2X - 1) is eqr-ra1 to :

(At 1

(B) 2

(c) 3

(D) 4
36. in h1,per"-geometric clistribution H.G(N, o, n) if

The distribution function of a continuolts
uniform distribution of a variable X lying in the
interval (0, 1) is :

(A) X

1(B) 
X

(c) 1

(D) X'
If X - N (8, 1), the probability clensity function
of the variable X is :

1 *](x-st2
(A) *Fe -

"\l ZTt

1 L,r-r,l
(B) 

BJTne ''

1 -+(+),(C) -6-e z'r '

"l zll

(D) None

The probability density function of beta
distribution of first kind with parameters
u,B>0is:

1"(A) 
e1o6r 

r"-u1l -x)"-r; 0 <x < I

1

(B) t-, x"-'(l-x;o-t:o < x < I

1 .,
(C) 

**.*P'(l-x)o ";0<x<l

(D) None

If X - Exp(1), the probability density function
of X is :

(A) i/e", for x > 0
(B) e*', for x > 0
(C) e", for x > 0
(D) e-', for x > 0

38.

34.

35.

N--+"c.1.*0, rhen rhe,NI

distribution reduces to :

(A) Poisson distribution
(B) Binomial distribution
(C) Geometric distribution
(D) None

JJ-308-D
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41. The probabilitr lintit lor the obsen.ecl proLroriionof successe, ur.a ,

i=--

(A) ot:"/IQ
Vn

17- Test of hlpothesis H, , ,. = j ..s rJ : Li ;': _5Ieads ro :

(A) One side lelt taileci test
(B) One side right tailed test
(C) Two railecl tesr
(D) None of the abor e

48. A random sample ol 27 pairs oi c.bs:rr.ationsfio,r a normal populatioir ;;;'a corre iario,coetficient of 0.6. The value Iiifr. ,.r, starisrics

(A) 1.7s

(B) 2.7s

(c) 3.7s

(D) None
19. \\,hich of the follori in-s is non-probabilitv:arlpJirrl

(A) Quota samplrng
(B) Judgment sampjing
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) Neither (A) nor (B)

50. l'he estimate of population total y is :

(A) y

(B) n1,

(c) Ny

(D) NY
51 . An estimator of stanclarcj error of y is :

(A) *-n,
nN

(B) P+3

(C) P+3

(D) l.Jone
42. Degree of freedom is related to :(A) Hypothesis unde. ;;;;--(B) No. of observatlonr ln a ."t(C) No. of independ.nt;;;.vations 

in a set(D) att the above
43. A test is one sidecl or two siclecl depends orr :(A) Null hypothesis

III Composite hypothesis

I9) Simpte t ypoihesis
(D) Alternative hl,pothesis44. Area of criticar ,.;i;;;;ind, on ,(At Vatue of rhe Jru.ri.l'""
(ff ) No. of observations
(C) Size of rype I .r.orl-
(D) Size of type il er.ror4s. 
:?i:ffii:of 8 observuiion. the sum of squares

s ampr e,";1,"ilx.,:,Hl f.Tffi ,*fr j:;, 
1 0 observari ons it is 1 02 . ;; t"h." ,ulr,. of the teststatistics is ;

(A) 0.8
(It1 0.8 tq
(c) 1.028
(r)) 1.0s7

4(t. A popuiation_is clistributed as N(5.2 , 10.24).A sanrpie of 57.6 tt.* t u. u ;;;, 4.7 . Thevalue

ii;':jTl 
statistics 

" t"'ini', u :,,,,,
(B) 1.73
(c) 3.7 s

(D) None

.rJ-308_I)
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NI -..(ct 1l---" q:'nN
(D) None
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(A) N

(B) I.l

(C) N

(D) All the above

The reduction in variance from
allocation to optimum allocation
the variation between :

proportional
is caused by

(A)

(B)

(c)
(D)

55. If fpc is ignorecl in proportional allocation
theV(i,,)p,-op is given b1, :

(A) I h 
rLsi

n

(B) t , 
Wr'Si

N

(c) I,Is
It

(D) None

JJ-308-D 
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54.

.\ s-r-riltlrrstion oi a sarr-ip-rljliq .le_sig;i and an .-i6.esrinrator is calleci :

(A) Sampling srraregy

(B) Sampling error
(C) Sampling fi.ame

(D) None

Stanclard error of estimate of the pol_rulation total 57 .in stratified sampling is gir.en br. :

58.

The eiii ciencr tri tlte svsielta:-! j,,.rrt:-,r-
compared to SRS depends on the :

(A) Intra class correlation coefficienr
(B) Interclass correlation coelficient
(C) Both (A) anct (B)
(D) Neither (A) nor (B)
Randomization in an experiment helps to
eliminate :

(A) Systematic influence
(B) Human biases
(C) Dependence among observations
(D) None of the above
Errors in a statistical model are always taken to
be:
(A) Independent
(B) Distributed as N(0, o.2)
(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) Neither (A) nor (B)

59. In a completely randomizeci design witht treatment and n experimental units, error
degree offreedom is equal to :

(A) t-n
(B) n-t-l
(C) n-t+1
(D) n-t

60. A randomizecl block design has :

(A) One way classification
(B) Two way classification
(C) Three way ciassificarion
(D) No Ciassification

sfr

si
s2

None

Iwf fr-rr>i

f ri,iit -r,,tL ti;(1-{,)Sn2
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Ioranriepopdalionof siz N = 500. d€populalion

pDpotiodis krcmlo be 0.85. How ldse a s@Ple

slould be lak€n in oddio €slifrate P with ntrsin

ofmro.Os wilh conndence coefiicietrt 0 95 ?

(A) 196

(B) i74

(g 141

cD) r25

For $swor (N, d). e mbiaed veiance estihator

rAr -iS'

c);'

io N6lr

Smple veiece of6e if statm is givenlv l

$ r-r, i,i1{r , nr _l

GIZ nJ

-. $ rv, r' r:

Wlicnone is !a€ in sEatified smpling?

(A) vdiuce within shalm is lessd ths

The med ofa srste@tic smple is nore precise

thmrhe d.m ofs sinPle adoi mple irmd odv

if:

@) J ..i",

lfu vEideoftle Eslemalic mpling is m, rtren

the inEa clss c@clalion.oetrcient is :

1(Al t=

5

7.

\-I

l

(c) NJ

Radoni2alion in e€xpslodthelps !o elininde l

(C) Depmdoe mong obseMrion

\wb.r oftpticano6 in e expdinot is basd

(A) Ib€FeisioFqui€d
(B) Er!€iMtal b.l{iai available

(c) t{etq.cd.iq oltlE expedmmr, l"dial
(D) Alllhcabove /
tncal mntol ir dPsinobl de.ie! is@lto :

(A) Inclts 6€ €frciency of6. dede!

CB) Redue elTqimentd 6fi
(C) To fomhmosel]ts blocl{s

vdide teiween statm.
(B) Varidce witlin stratm is higno than the

wim@betsm statm.
(c) Bo$(A)dd(B)

2

8

I



l

(c)

A hin sqlE d6ig! p.s$* :

(r) oleMyclasincznon
(B) T$lwycla$incan@
(C) IhE Ey clNinadotr
@) Nonc ofr,\e above

h li!6pogtuingplobld :

(A) objective fNlion, comt?hts md vaiables

@) only objetive f$1ioi to be ltue
(C) ODlyenir"ai stobe lined
(D) Oily vdiabls to be liM
T!€ veialle io be.le|mired in LPI re alsE5 :

The sr olbdicoplidal blution 10 a LPP is I

(Cl Eilh{singleir. o i.6niG

-rne el@on ofuaspo@nn Fo6Iem wilhmos
dd n olllN is r*ibl iI numhei oi positive

Most prcfeftd type ofav€rase for indq nMbe!

Laperrh itrd* fomulaus lie weighls ofine :

(c) Avedse ofthe *qgnt! ofa nmbtr ot€es

iflhe index nmber is indelddenl oflhe uits of
tuaslrlmats,lbtuileG66:

the mndiuoB fordE time ft6d leslto hold sood

Sdpline EsisLanon systeh.fbifihs 8nd dealhs

cme into opfrtion in tu61da in ineyed :

(A) t967 -

(B) 1968

(c) 1969

The latio ofbirrns io lhe tolal d€ths in a yetr is

(D) Population dealb nte
rP, md ?r de rhe population at d inlenal often

,e&.s! rne populatioljst a.ter Gve yem will be :

(A) (P + P,)2

(B).8*,
rlr r)
,[qt L ]

P) .8,.P,
lenililv Bte mai.ly dcFends on :

(A) Totalfehalepop ation

(C) lemalepopulation ofchnd bdiry aee

(D) Nmbs ofnewly bom babies



It

N,lainiools ofstatistical qur1ry c@tol @ : 29 '

(B) AGFiale @Plingple
(q Bod(A)md(B)

Vaiarion in ine ilems psduced in a faclorv mar be

(A) chm@factor 30

(c) Both(A) dd (B)

The Elationtetween exp@led lalue orR dd S D'

o virhuual @Ntant facloE is :

rA) ErRr:d 6

(B) EtR)=46
(c) E(R)=D,6

@) E(R)=D:6

ItI is3 M\,lJ torOedT,rs ) otherunbiaed

edmalor otO trl$ eFiueiq e, rhd L\e @relauon

.oemcicnlbct$€en T, ed ! n ervenby :

G)e
(c) lh

ir an s, mao. r" of popuLatlo' pr"mar e

convergcs in prcbabitiq 6 e ss n + d is said to

26, Vqiadon due 10 ssismbl€ causes in t1E Poducl

occusdueto
(4) FaultY !ror$
@) ceele$nBs ofoPe6tos

(C) Poor qualiry olEs matsial

27. Theldioe of@imw &eljnooddtimat forde

pmeteu).otaPoissondisErbutionon$ebdis .-
of smo esi^ntr:
(A) ]"

@) ,Jn

(c) .
(D) Mn'

28 Ltr x,, x,, .... \" be a rrdam smFle lrom r -.
populatun wiUr Pdl

(x,O)=O1o1,0<x<16>0

(B) !B'riq'r

Gonelic md nheEdrbd olher m6 whd :

(A) The dala@ posirive 6 sel 6 ncsaliv€

(B) ThedatamilBtiosorP.r as$

@) 'ftedal,eoninte al

The dthmetc m@ oft{o nmbe6 is 6 5mdden

GM. is 6, dre 1$o nunbes ee :

(A) 9,6

G) 9,5
(c) 7,6
(D) 4,9
rA" G mdH d6o1€ lhe dilhhetic n64 g@nclic

n6ddhanonicme rspectiwlxdEn:

(B) (P=AH

(c) G=All

ll each klue of a si6 is ndtiptied bv l0 $e

@6ci61ofwi.notr sil be incesedbY :

(B) 10%

(c) 5%
(A) slmcienterimiorfo! 0

@) Suficimt enimbrfor ne

(c) sufrciat6tinEbrfor 0

EAE



(c)

(D)

llc sddad eror oflhe corclaiion co.farcient is

(r) .
Irc);

40. OE rickct is d'M anudom 6om abag @nEining

30 lickets numbeEd irom I lo 30, thc probabiliry

th,l it is a mulriple ol5 or 7 is :

(A)

(B)

(c)

1
1

lt
l

1(A) ;
5

@)t

@),
l(c) ,

(D) 3

Recesioncefr.ist h irdelnd$t ol:

(B) scsle
(c) Borh (A) and (B)

Civcn No lincs .lrcgrcssion a lX 4Y + 8 = 0
ed41-lY= l.rhememolxandYe :

(A) 4,j
@) 3,4

4t(c) l,,l

Ifp = 0,1he lines olrcge$ion de :

(c) Peaendic'nd ro mch oL\6

Io asingk Lhovoftwo diethe pobabiliry ofseftins

5
{A) 16

12
@);

25(c) ;
31

@) ,.6

2(D) ;
Two digirs e selecied ar ddon lioh rhe digiis !
lo 9, Iathc sm is evo, lne probabiliry dd bo6 ee

(Ll 
rR

8(D) 
rs

IfA md B de two er€nts, the probabiliiy of
occwnce ofeithsAor B is siva 6 :

(a) P(A)+P(B)
(B) P(AuB)
(c) P(A^B)
(D) P(A), P(B)
The @idce oiLhee toses ofa @in is :

3(A) ,

t1

,11.

5



A discEte 6.dom vdiabl€ cm tale all possitle
iniee€r values Gom I ro k ech with a prcbabitity 47.

I
k , rne nem ofL\e vaiable is :

tt e-aofa,t;u,oonl'r- | x"-re '!,r(a)0'

(A) 0r'9

(B) a0
(c) a0'
(D) None ofdt abore

It*. mo= t . rl,. o* n* r= I r'-.''0,
f(o)0'

(B) Er?oential disldbution
(C) Bda dislriburion.fki kind

Thc boollhe distibrion :

r*r=I9i[*",r - *,p ^-..-,' rorB

Ill
2

(k+ l) (2k + l)

5l

5:

2l+l

rur _ir
45. A die is thrcm ai @dom, the expeclalion olthe

(A) 1te
2

I
;

?
7

7
@),

46. The value ofp lor a binomill rsdom veiable X, if
n=6 dd 9 P(x=4)=P(x =2) h:

150(A) ,
I@)l

2@)t

(x)=--e 2.4<^<€is:

(B) d'

(A)

(B)

(c)

(B)

(c)

1A)

(B)

(c)

@)
p

mgf of the rMdom veia6le

6



egree olfrcdom is rlated 10 :
56. civdthe s@!le $arisiics' n, =40!' \ =2S

i'lii,,, :';;. 1,-3X.:;"f ,' l,ll".,i"Jli
i',=,ri i"i''.#,"i#"*s, ' 

+,: 
'!' '""""1 

= "'
c.) N$bet ot obsfl4r@ in a sd

lBr ltYPorne\G uds ren

(C) Nmberof indQendcntobs'hon\'naser

O) Noneoi$eabo\c

A@ olthc dnrc'l rcsron dePenc on

(D) N@b'r oiobeflatons

i .trel orsisincNe is &e pobabilit) or :

TestinqH^ IOO\sH'+ loO lsdsro

6) one sided uFPd biled tesl

@) oG sided lowrtailed lest

(D) Non oftheabove

;hd deg,* of Eedom for cln{q@re rn cas

contitrsercYl.ble ofodd (4 i 3) e I

(A) 12

(B) e

(c) 8

@)6

(3) 30.00

(q 8.97

.. Rl,.)ff,-,'"'*""'" En = 5r'o= 8 dd
' i= ro. fie laluc ar tt.e te$ siatsn( 's

(A) ,9.69

@) 6427
(C) 59 ll

" [ilrl:#kft*::tni1u*:H
o 42. Ir value ofdre tesl sttt{cs r5

(B) 2'31
(c) 212

:s f]",1;"2",i" "t'*n'i'c 
+sign mdd estimaior

iAr SmPllbestdregJ
mr SoPllne6de
;cr BothtA)sdlB)

- A, N.iLhs(Arnor(B)
"' *. iii"*rn'"''- -u"\edenL*ororY 's

(A) NI
@) \'\'
(c) nj
(r)) None oithe above
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;il;$ry ilf""""iidin rhe spaces pr6vided on the OMRAnswer Sheet.

oMRAnswer Sheet has an original Copy an{ a Candidate's Cop; glued.beneath it at the top. While mat+g

entries in the Original Copy, candidate tttoitfa "**. that thetwS,!9qb.l 1::ltg,td properly so that the

entries made in the dd;ib6y;g;iltilh iiem are exactly copiedln the candidate's copv.

All enries inthe oMRAnswer Sheet, including answers to questions, are to be recorded inthe original copy

only.

4. Choose the correct / most appropriate response for each question mpng the options A, B, C and D and

darkenthe circle ofthe appropriate t;p;;fi;;;;i9l.it:tiil i"Lo*pletidarkeired circle is not correctlv

;;e[i th; ttMRitiirli'"iia'"" ifiph;i it thiieffeci shall be entertained.

5. Use only blue/black ball point peq to darken the circle of correct/most appropriate response' In no case

6.;"J::il;,:t:iffi""ff:lorop,ions ror any quesrion.Aquestion with more than one darkened

response shall be considered wrong.

7. There will be .NegativelVlarking'-for wron€ answers. Each wrong answer will lead to the deduction of
0.25 marks from the total score of the cattaiait"' - *

g. only those candidates who would obtain positive score in Entrance Test Examination shall be eligible for

admission

g. Do not make any stray mark on the OMR sheet'

1 0 . Calculators and mobiles shall not be permitted inside the examination hall '

11. Rough work, if any, should be done on the blank sheets provided with the qtrestion booklet'

12. oMRAnswer sheet must be handled carefully and it should not be folded or mutilated in which case it will not

be evaluated.

I 3. Ensure that your oMRAnswer Sheet has been signed by the Invigilator and the candidate himself/herself'

14. At the end of the examination, hand over the oMRAnswer sheet to tle inyigilalor who will first tear offthe

original oMR sheetinpresence oittte ca"aiaaie anatta"a overthe candidate's copyto the candidate'
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Option{i): Statisrics
l ' The most appropriate average to determine the size 7. [f r = 0, the lines of regression are:. of oranges on a tree is: (A) Coincide

(A) ArithmeticMean
(B) Median

(C) Mode

(D) Geometric mean

2. The variance of first n naturbl nurnbers is:
- 

,n2 -1(#l ,:;-
,3-ir lz '

(B) n+l
2

n(n + l)(c) -L

(D) n(n + l) (2n + l)
6

In a positively skewed distribution:
(A) Mean > Mode > Median
(B) Mean > Median >Mode
(C) Mean < Median < Mode
(D) Mean < Mode < Median
The first quartile divides a frequency distribution in
the ratio:

(A) 4:1
(B) l :4
(c) 3: I
(D) I

5. The coefficient of.correlation
change of,
(A) Originonly
(B) Scaleonly

(C) Origin and scale

(D) None

6. If cov (x,y) = oxoy , then:
(A) r= I

. (B) r=0
(C) r =2
(D) r=-l

DAJ-IIIIGA

(B) perpendicular to each other
(C) parallel to each other
(D) Do not exist

8. The regression coefficients are b, and b,. Then th
correlation Coefficient r is:

b,(A) r.e2

b.(B) 
ûl

(c) b, b,

(D) flm
9. What is the chance that non-leap year should havd

fifty-three Sundays? 
Irl(A) ;

J.

(B) i
(c) 

+
4.

(A) i
(B) i

I
24

1
4

, (D)*
I

10. A probrem in statistics is given to three studgnts

is independent of X, Y, Z whose chances of solving n *" I,l,i
respectivery. The probab'ity that probrem wit be
solved is:

(c)

(D)

>Qx



15.ll. Iftwo dice are thrown, what is the probability that the

sum is neither 7 nor 11?

7(A) 
s

2(B) 
s

I(c) 
ro8

107(D) 
los

The axiomaiic'approach to probability was proposed

by:

(A) Von-Misses

(B) Laplace

(C) Thomas Bayes

(D) A.N. Kolmogorov

Suppose that a game is to be played with a single die

assumed fair. In this game a player wins $ 20 if a2

turns up, $ 40 ifa 4 turns up; loses $30 ifa 6 turns up;

while the player neither wins nor loses if any other

face turns up. The expected sum of money to be won

is:

(A) $ 30

(B) $ 12

(c) $5
(D) $42

The moment generating function of geometric

distribution is given by:

q(A) 
0 _ ed)

q
(B) 

1Hpd)

p(c) rr+w)
p

(D) (t _q")

The variance of a binomial distribution

/ro)lt)* f 4)'o-*| -- ll-l l-l i v=Q,1,....10iS:
\xl[s] [sJ ' a

(A) 1.6

(B) 2
(c) s

(D) 8

A family of distributions which has mean always less

than its variante is:

(A) Binomialdisfribution

(B) Negativebinomialdistribution

(C) Normaldistribution

(D) Hyper-geometricdistribution

Let X-N (0, l) and Y - N(0, l) be independent

random variables. Then the distribution of X/Y is:

(A) Garnmadistribution

(B) StandardNormaldistribution

(C) Betadistribution

(D) Standard Cauchy distribution

Ifthe moment generating function of a distribution is

/ +\-r
given UV I t -* | , then mean ofthe distribution is:

\^/
l.

(A)
r

r(B) r.E

r(c) t
)3

(D)
r

Let X - F, (a, b), then variance of the distribution is:

ab
(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(a+b)2 (a+b+1)
ab

(u-b)'(a+b+l)

ab

(a+b)2(a+b-1)
ab

12.

16.

t7.

13.

18.

14.

r9.

DAJ-11116-A x3x
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The probability that a normal variate will lie within the
rangep*o is:

(A) 0.ee73

(B) 0.0027

(c) 0.es44

(D) 0.6826

If the sample mean is closer to the population mean,
then:

(A) Sampling error is larger

(B) Sampling error is smaller

(C) S.aqrpling error equals to unity
(D) None of these

A random sample of 500 pineapples was taken from
a large consignment and 65 were found to be bad.
The standard error ofthe proportion ofbad ones in a
sample ofthis size is:

(A) 0.013

(B) 0.0r5

(c) 0.130

(D) 0.1s0

23. A randomly selected sample of 1,000 college students
was asked whether they had ever used the drug
Ecstasy. Sixteen percent (16%) ofthe 1,000 students
surveyed said they had. Which one of the following
statements about the number 0.16 is correct?
(A) It is a margin of error

(B) It is a population proportion

(C) It is a sample proportion

(D) It is a randomly chosen nuniber
24. In hypothesis testing, a Type -II error occurs when:

(A) The null hypothesis is not rejected when the
null hypothesis is true.

(B) The null hypothesis is rejected when the null
hypothesis is true.

(C) The null hypothesis is not rejected when the
alternative hypothesis is true.

(D) The null hypothesis is rejected when the
alternative hypothesis is true.

Degrees of freedom for Chi-square in case of
contingency table of order 3 x4 is:

(A) 12

(B) e

(c) 8

(D) 6

The mode of Chi-square distribution with n d.f is:

(A) ni
(B) n-l
(C) 2n

(D) n

F-distribution is used for testing:

(A) Goodness of fir
(B) Equality of several means

(C) Independence of attributes

(D) Equalityofproportions

t-distribution is used to test:

(A) The significance ofthe difference between two
sample means

(B) Equalityofpopulationvariances

(C) The independence of attributes

(D) Equalityofproportions

The difference between a sample estimate and the
population parameter from a complete count is termed
as:

(A) Human error

(B) Sampling error

(C) Non-sampling error

(D) None of the above

A selection procedure of a sample having no
involvement of probability is known as:

(A) Purposive sampling

(B) Judgementsampling

(C) Subjectivesampling

(D) Allthe above

20.

21.

25.

26.

27.22.

28.

29.

30.

DAJ-11116-A x4x



31. A complete list of sampling units which represents

the population to be covered is known as:

(A) Sample size

(B) Samplingunit

(C) Samplingframe

(D) Sample Space

32. The variance of I l, I l, 11, 11,11 is:

(D) Jr 1

Under cost optimum allocation, the allocation of sample

size to different strata depends on:

(A) Stratum size

(B) Sampling cost per unit in the stratum

(C) Stratumvariability

(D) All ofthese

A sampling technique in which only the first unit is

selected with the help of random numbers and the rest

get selbcted automatically according to some pre-

designed pattern is known as:

(A) Simplerandomsampling

(B) Statified sampling

(C) Systematicsampling

(D) Clustersampling

Variance of X, under random sampling, proportional

allocation and optimum allocation hold the correct

inequality as:

(A) V(%,)*, s V(y1,)0,"0 V(Y1,)r*,

(B) V(Y1, )r*, S V(%, )o,on V(y., )oo,

(c) v(h, )*"0 < v(f* )"0. v(R, )r*.
(D) None of these

36. The sampling variance of systematic sample mean yrn

is given by:

(A) v(gsvr=.\E- KnOD.sz**

(B) v(ysv)-N:J)s' * k(q:l)rz',,
NN

.' (N-l)s2(c) v(ysv)=T k(n + l) -2--f--o *r,

37.

(A) 0

(B) I

(c) ll

(D) None of these

Randomization in an experiment helps to reduce:

(A) Systematicinfluences

(B) Human biases

(C) Dependence among observations

(D) All ofthese

The different procedures whose effects are to be

measured and compared are known as:

(A) Experiment

(B) Treatment

(C) Experimental unit

(D) Yield

In an analysis of variance problem involving

3 treatments and l0 observations per treatment,

SSE = 399.6. The MSE forthis situation is

(A) 133.2

(B) 13.32

(c) 14.8

(D) 30.0

A researcher reports an F-ratio with df equal to

(3, 36) for an independent measure of experiment.

How many teatnent conditions were compared in this

experiment?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(c) 36

(D) 3e

33.

38.

34.

39.

40.35.
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36.31. A complete list of sampling units which reprgsents

the population to be covered is known as:

(A) Sample size

(B) Samplingunit

(C) Samplingframe

(D) Sample Space

Thevarianceof 11,11, ll, 11,11is:

(A) 0

(B)

(c) 11

(D) Jr 1

Under cost optimum allocation, the allocation of sample

size to different strata depends on:

(A) Stratum size

(B) Sampling cost per unit in the stratum

(C) Stratumvariability

(D) All ofthese

A sampling technique in which only the first unit is

selected with the help of random numbers and the rest

get selbcted automatically according to some pre-

designed pattern is known as:

(A) Simple random sampling

(B) Sratifiedsampling

(C) Systematicsampling

(D) Clustersampling

Variance of 4, under random sampling, proportional

allocation and optimum allocation hold the correct

inequalityas:

(A) V(Yr,)"', s v(Y-r,)o,oo v(%,)r*t
(B) v(%, )r*, < v(Yr, )0."0 V(Yu )"0,

(c) v(%, )r* s v(Y1, )"0. V(Yr, )r*.
(D) None of these

The sampling variance of systematic sample mean yr,

is given by:

N -!S'_ _ k(n - l) ,z**"(A) V(Ysv) =-* 
N

. N-l)s' * k(n-l)rz*""(B) V(ysy)=\ 
N

, (N-l)S2 k(n+l)-2(C) V(Yrr):\j:_ - --s----:3s"wsy

(D) None of these

Randomization in an experimenthelps to reduce:

(A) Systematicinfluences

(B) Human biases

(C) Dependence among observations

(D) All ofthese

The different procedures whose effects are to be

measured and compared are known as:

(A) Experiment

(B) Treatment

(C) Experimental unit

(D) Yield

In an analysis of variance problem involving

3 treatments and 10 observations per treatment,

SSE: 3gg.6.The MSE forthis situation is

(A) 133.2

(B) 13.32

(c) r4.8

(D) 30.0

A researcher reports an F-ratio with df equal to

(3, 36) for an independent measure of experiment.

How many treafinent conditions were compared in this

experiment?

(A) 3

(B) 4

(c) 36

(D) 3e

32.

37.

33.

38.

34.

39.

40.
35.
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41. A basic feasible solution of a LPP is said to be 46'

if at least one of the basic variables is zero:

(A) Degenerate

(B) Non-degenerate

(C) Infeasible

(D) Unbounded

Any feasible solution which optimizes the objective

function of the LPP is called its:

(A) Solution

(B) Non-basicvariables

(C) OPtimalsolution

(D) Basic feasible solution

While solving the LPP graphically' the area bounded

by the constraints is called:

(A) Feasible region

(B) tnfeasible region

(C) Unbounded solution

(D) None of these

44. The solution to atransportation problem with m-rows

(suppties) and n-columns (destinations) is feasible if

the number of possible allocations are:

(A) m*n

(B) mxn

(C) m+n+l

(D) 6*n-l

45. The sales of a Departmental store on Eid and

Christmas are associated with the components of a

time series:

(A) Secular trend

(B) Seasonal variation

(C) CYclicalvariation

(D) Irregularvariation

42.

Given that annual trend equation Y" = 40 + 2X with

origin as 1985; X-units : 6 months and Y-unit = annual

production of computers' The monthly trend equation

is:

(A) Y":3.33 + 0.03 X

(B) Y":3.33 + 0.01 X

(C) Y.= 3139 + 0.02 X

(D) Y. = 3'33 + 0.21 X

Which ofthe following satisfies the time reversal test?

(A) Walsh Price index

(B) Paasche's index

(C) LasPeYre's index

(D) Fisher's ideal formula

The arithmetic mean oflaspeyre's index and Paasche's

index is:

(A) Fisher's ideal method

(B) KelleY'smethod

(C) Bowl,eYDorfishMelhod

(D) MarshallEgdeworthmethod

49. The child bearing age in lndia is:

(A) l5-29 Years

(B) 15-39 Years

(C) l5-34Years

(D) l5-49 Years

The registration of births, deaths and marriages are:

(A) FancY of societY

(B) Legal documents

(C) Pariof medical research

(D) All ofthese

The sum of age specific fertility rate is known as:

(A) Total fertilitY rate

(B) General fertilitY rate

(C) Crude birth rate

(D) Net reProduction rate

47.

48.43.

50.

s1.
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52. Formathematical manipulations' the radix is: 57 '

(A) 1000

(B) 100

(c) I

(D) Either(A)or(B)

Assignable causes:

(A) are not as important as natural causes

(B) are @uses of variation that can be identified 58'

and removed

(C) are also refened to as chance causes

(D) are within the limits of a control chart

Central tendency of a process is monitored in:

(A) R- chart

1Ii) C- chart

(C) S- chart

(D) X- chart

55. The cerm LCD stands for:

(A) LiqueffCrystalDisPlaY

(B) LiquidCrystalDisPlaY

(C) LiquidCardDisPlaY

6 LiquidclearDisPlaY

56. A chart that controls the total number of defects

divided by the sample size is known as:

(A) R chart I

(B) nP chart

(C) C chart

(D) P chart

A properly of a point estimator that occurs whenever

larger sample sizes tend to provide point estimates

closer to the population parameter is known as:

(A) EffrciencY

(B) UnbiasedsamPling

(C) ConsistencY

(D) Relativeestimation

The purpose of statistical inference is to provide

information aboutthe:

(A) Samplebasedupon informationcontained inthe

PoPulation

(B) Population based upon information contained in

the samPle

(C) Population based upon information contained in

the PoPulation

(D) Mean of the sample based upon the mean of

thePoPulation

Let x.,,xr,.-,x" be a random sample from N(p'l)' then

the unbiased estimator or li *i i'
u i=l

(A) p-l
(B) p'-l
(c) P+ 1

(D) . p'?+ I

Let X -U (0, e), then sufficient estimator for 0 is:

53.

54.

59.

60.

(A) ix,
i=l

(B) fI*'
:-t

(C) max(X,, Xr, '....."', Xn)

(D) min(X,, X2,"' , Xn)

DAJ-ll116-4
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Option{ii) : Mathematics
6. The expansion of e* in the ascending powers

l- xlu'".
L rhe value of the limit l'll[ .;l rs :

(*f*(x-l)3 *....(D) 1+ (x - 1) + 
-2! 3!

For u = x3 * y, + zt + 3xYz, the value of

ar au.ar.*A*Y ** *is:
(A) u

(B) 3u

(c) 6u

(D) zgro 
- cr), y =bih" .nu"lope of the ellipse x = a sin(O -

cosO is ........ ; where o is a parameter'

(A) YJ= t
(B) x2= 0

(C) x=a
(D) doesnotexist 

_!
Thepartialderivativeoff(x,},z)=gl_xcosv+zel+y.)
with resPect to x at (1, 0, n) is :

(A) -1

1

(B) -;

(A)

(B)

(c)
(D)

ed*

e"*

loga

e

;'i.,.,:. l-l

Fd,+ft:i value bTk, l'$/;; = n t

1(A) -t
I(B) t

(C) zoro

(D) k does not exist

The points of discontinuity ofthe function (.) = 5
are :

(A) x=1,0

(B) x)0,x=1
(C) x30,x= 1

(D) Everywherecontinuous

For f(x) e* and g(x) = e-*' the value ofc in the interval

i";;ih;-ni""-v" Mean value theorem is :

(A) ab

ab
{B) T
(C) a+b

(D)
(C) zero

(D) n

fir, ongl" between the radius vector and the tangel

oi t" Ju*" r = a(l + sinO) at Q = nl6

(A) nl2
(B) nt3
(c) nt4
(D) it6

2. g "['**.*.*. ]

7.

1.

4.

9.

5. For the relation, Y = x - t'' the rate of chqnge of y2 
10'

with resPect to x2 is :

(A) 1-l1t2x2
(B) t +3x-2v3
(C) | +2x-3*
(D) 1-21+3x2

DAJ-11116-A 
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I I . The equation of the tangent to the curve y = x3 at the 16'

point(2, 8) is:
(A) Y= 1f[+ 16

(B) Y: 16X - l2
(C) Y =l2X-16
(D) Y=lff,+12

lz. The function 
to** (* > o) has :

x

(A) maximum value = e

(B) minimumvalue=e
(C) maximum value = l/e

(D) minimumvalue= l/e

13. The radius of curvature at any point of the tractrix

s : c logsec rll is :

(A) c tan \Y

(B) c sec rV

(C) c cos y

t4. Iil ffi:,Iepr"s"ntthe slopes oftangent and normal

to the eltipse 4* + 3yz= 2{ at the point (Jf 
' 
2) 

' 
then :

(A) ffir =- +"^r=?,

(B) ffir =- h&^r=*

(c) ffir =- h&^r=h
2 0_^ _Jt(D) mr = 

"/6 

amz=-l

15. The difference ofthe focal distances ofany point on

the hYPerbola is

I. constant

II. equal to the length oftransverse axis

IlI. zero

(A) onlY I is correct

(B) onlY II is correct

(C) I and II are correct

(D) onlY III is correct

t7.

18.

19.

The angle between the planes 2* - y * z = 6 and

xfyt2z=7is'
(A) 3f
(B) 45o

(c) 6tr
(D) ef

The value o, (cos se - isin 50)](cos 70-+ i.sin 70)-1 is
' 'rw 

v *rsv "' 
1"o. +e - i tin +e1t (coso + i sin 0)5

(A) " zero

(B) -l
(c) 1

(D) i

The value of log(-5) is equal to :

(A) -log5+ni
(B) -log5+2ni
(C) log5 + 2ni

(D) log5 + ni

For what value of k, log(- i) =9t

(A) I

(B) -1
(c) i

(D) -i
20. The pair of equations of the tangent to the parabolr

!2 = 4axat the ends of its latus rectum are:

(A) Y= +(x+a)

(B) Y=x+ a

(C) t=5f(x+a)
(D) Y=l(x*a)

21. Let (4, p) represent the centre and radius of th

spheie 2xi+ 2y2+ 2*-2x+ 4Y - 6z= l' then

( t \
(A) o=ll,-:,3]1,9=2..., \ ^Z )

( t e\
(B) " =[t' -t, ]),9=2

(r 3\
(c) "=[;, -1,;),9=4

(D) o=(', -|, 
')' 

o=o

DAJ-11116-A
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The necessary and sufficient conditon that the cone

axz+ byz+ c*+Zfyz+2gzx + 2hx! * 0 may have

three mutually perpendicular generators is :

(A) f+g*h=0
(B) a+b+c:f*g*h
(C) a*b*c=0
(D) a*b*c=l
The plane lx + my + nz = p touches the conieoid
axz+by?*.c22=lif

Pmtn2)(A) -+-+-=P-aoc
(B) F+m2+n2=P2

abc(C) ;+---t+-;=P2l- m- n-

/mn(D) -+-+-=Paoc
The polar plane of the point (2, *3, 4) with respect to

the conicoid *+ zyz+ z2= 4 is :

(A) 2x-6y * 4z=- l7
(B) x+2y 1z: l7
(C) x- 3y *22=2
(D) x+2y-r z:0
Forthe function

f *ytunl; (x, y) + (0, 0)
Letf(x,y)=j x ;then

L o; (x,Y) = (o, o)

(A) x{ + yf, * xy =2f
(B) xf,+y{=2f
(C) xt + yfy:2f
(D) xt-yl=2f
The solution of the differential equation y" + y = 0

rll=zi,
satisfyingy(0) = 1, tl, I
(A) cosx*2sinx

(B) cos x * sin x

(C) 2cosx * sinx

(D) 2(cosx + sinx)

If sin x is the integrating factor ofy'+ Py = Q, then P

27.
23.

24.

25.

is equalto :

(A) sin x

(B) log sin x

(C) logcos x

(D) cot x

29. The solution ,f += 0 represents a:
dx'

(A) point

(B) straightline

(C) parabola

(D) circle

The number of generators in an infinite cyclic group

of Integers is :

(A)

(B) 2

(C) finitelymany

(D) hfinity

[xy(x2 -yl); (x,y)*(0, 0)
(*, y) = j *' +y'

t o; (x,Y) = (o' o)

the value of I at (0, 0) is :

(A) -l
(B) zero

(c) I

(D) f, do not exist
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31. In a group G, if every element is its own inverse, then 37 '

G is:

*** qdP
(D) non-abelian

32. Let a and b are two elements of a group G such that 38'

order of a is 5 and a3b = ba3, then

(A) ab = ba

(B) a = b-t

(c) O(b) = 3

(D) None of these

33. IfC(G) and N(a) respectively denote centre ofa group

G and Normalizer of an element a in G, then :

(A) C(G) = N(a)

(B) N(a) e c(G) 3e'

(c) c(G) g N(a)

(D) C(G) * N(a)

34. Ifa=(1 35)(l 2)andb=(l 579\aretwo
permutations, then rrba is equal to :

(A) (l 7se)
(B) (37es)
(c) (37er)
(D) None of these 40'

35. In Z,r, the subgroups < 3 > and < l5 > are associated

as

(A) <3>c<15>
(B) <15>c<3>
(C) <15>=4J) 41.

(D) None of these

36. Which ofthe following statements is incorrect?

(A) Only ideals of a field F are (0) and F itself

(B) Every field is a division ring

(C) A finite integral domain is afield

(D) None of these

Find values of D such that the vectors < -11, b, 2 >

and < D, b2, b> are orthogonal :

(A) 0,3, -3
(B) 0, ll,3
(c) o,-11,2

(D) 0,2,-2

Which o?the following statements is incorrect?

(A) A monotonic sequence is never oscillatory.

(B) Ifa sequence {a"} converges to /, then {l a" l}

. converges to | / |

(C) A sequence cannot converge to more than one

limit.

(D) The sequence with nth term

/ r\n
a-= | I +: I converges to In \ n)

The geometric series l* x * x2 + . . .1s oo is

I. Convergent if lx l< I

It. Divergent if x > I

III. Oscillates infinitely if x <- I

(A) Only I is correct

(B) I and II are correct

(C) I and III are correct

(D) I, II and III are corect

@
sl

Theseries },n ' it,
n=l

(A) Convergent for 0 <P < I

(B) Divergent for 0 <P 3 I
(C) Convergent for all P

(D) Divergent for all P

The Dirichlet's function definedby

r,--\ [t, xrationalr(x)=1_t *inational is

(A) continuous for everY real x
(B) discontinuous foreverY real x

(C) continuous for rational numbers

(D) continuous for irrational numbers
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42. Identiff the incorrect statement. 46.

(A) Every bounded function is Riemann Integrable.

(B) Acontinuousfunctionf: [a,b]+RisRiemann
Int'egrable in [a, b].

(C) A monotone function f : [a, b] -+ R is Riemann

Integrable in [a, b].

(D) Ifthe set ofpoints ofdiscontinuity of a bounded

function f : [a, b] -+ R is finite, then it is

R-integrable.

.L ( r ?')43. For f(x) = x, X e [0; l] and P= i0, ;, a, lf be a
LJJ)

partition of [0, l], then U(P, f, x) + L(P, f, x) :
I(A) ;
5

2(B) ;
5

(c) I

(D) zero

449
44. For what value of k, 

J [xJ dx = t f
0

(A) k=4
(B) k :6
(C) k=8 

50.
(D) None of these

45. Iff: [a, b] -+ R is a bounded function, then for e > 0
andS>0suchthat

p
L U(P,f)<Jf(x)dx+e 51.

a

b

II. L(R D t Jrlrp* - E for each pe[a, b], llxll<6
A

(A) Only I is correct

(B) Only II is correct

(C) Both I and II are comect

(D) Both I and II are incorrect

Which ofthe following is not correct?

-(t) r(A) '[rJ = r"

"tr1-(B) [ e-.' dx =]Gtz
(C) r(n) = nr(n - l)
(D) B(m, n)= B(n, m)

The value of the integral 
Jx'e-* dx is

(A) -e*(x3 +3x2 * 6x * 6) + c
(B) r-x(xr * 3x2+ 61+ 6) + c
(C) -e*(x'- 3x2 + 6x - 6) + c
(D) None of these

The value ofthe integrat 
{=, I.=, 4 xy dx dy is

(A) zoro
(B) I
(c) e
(D) None of these

e1If 
Jf(x)cos*6* =a1f1x))2 + c,then f(x) is :

(A) x*c
(B) sinx*c
(C) cosx*c
(D) c

For what value of g flt--Jtn 
t-dx 

= k?
t slnx+cosx

(A) n/2
(B) n
(c) n/4
(D) n2/2
Given that the roots of the 4x3 + 12yz + I lx + J = Q

are in A.P, its roots are :

( r 3)(A) | -1,-;'-; I\ z z)

(. I 3)(B) 
1,, 1,t)
( 3 s\(c) | -1, -:, -; I\ 2 z)

(D) None of these

47.
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If o, B are the two distinct roots of

xa -14x3 + 73:1.z -168x + 144 : 0

such that they occur in pairs, then a - F = """'is:

(A) zero

(B) I

(c) 7

(D) None of these

On muttiply-ing the roots of the equation

;a * 3X3 - x'* i-'i= 0 by 2,ihe resultingtransformed

equation is

(A) t'+6y'-2y2+2Y-2=0
(B) t' + 6y'- 4y2+ 8y -16 = 0

(C) t'-6yt+4y'-8Y+16:0
(D) None of these

If cr, p and y are the roots of the equation

x3 - ax2+ bx - c : 0, then la' is

The following system of equations has

2x+6Y =-l I

6x+ 20y - 6z= -3
6Y-l8z:-l
(A) unique solution

(B) no solution

(C) infinite nurhber of solutions

(D) finite number of solutions

Which ofthe following statements is incorrect?

(A) If A is symmetric, then so is AA' and A'A'

(B) Every sq. matrix can be uniquely expressed as

the sum of symmetric and skew symmetric

matrices.

(C) IfA is a Hermition matrix, then so isAAH and

AHA.

(D) . If A and B are symmetric, then so is AB arrd

BA.

FindamatrixAsuchthat [r^' 
.[l l))' =(l l)

and give its firstrow
(A) (2,-r)
(B) (0, o)

(c) (-rl2,rl2)
(D) (0,1t2)

60. If Al,3 + BI,2+CI + D = 0 is the characteristic equation

(-r o 2)
ofthematri*M=l 9 -? 6l.Then,

[0 o 3)

(A) A:1,8=0, C='7,D=6
(B) A:l,B=0,C:"1,D=-4
(C) A=l,B=0,C:-7,D=4
(D) A: l, B = 0, C='l,D= 6

57.
52.

53.

54.

(A) a3 -3ab + 3c

(B) a3 + 3ab - 3c

(C) a3-2abrc
(D) a3- ab + c

(t
55. The rank irf the matrix | 3

[-r

59.

2 -r 3')
4 0 -llis:
o -2 7)

(A) I

(B) 2

(c) 3

(D) 4

56. For what values of k and l, A= B-r? where,

(ko-t) (r ot)
A=10 I /landB=|0 I 0l

[o o t) [o o t)
(A) k=t&/:l
(B) k=0&/:l
(C) k=l&/=0
(D) None ofthese
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